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Bill meets the efficiency and convenience that scale transaction requires as a
product of the development of commercial transactions. Bill is a kind of
marketable securities. Its right and possession are indivisible. Bill exercise its
right based on bill. The payer can accept the amount of the bill only when the
bearer prompts the bill. The bill bona-fide acquisition is very important.
The movable property bona-fide acquisition is from hand in hand principle
of Germanic law. The civil laws of many nations involve it. The legislation
development and academic research are mature. Bill is a kind of movable
property, but it is different from other according to its characteristics and
properties. Should its bona-fide acquisition is same as the common movable
property? This paper discusses its legitimacy.
This paper discusses the bill own personality, bill negotiation requirement,
bill basic properties, and bill value orientation, gets the legitimacy of bill
bona-fide acquisition based on the design of civil law bona-fide acquisition.
The chapter one introduces the source, concept, established requirements,
legislative value of the acquisition in good faith of the common movable property,
then extends the acquisition in good faith of bill.
The chapter two analyzes the possibility of acquisition in good faith of bill.
The possibility analysis is performed in two aspects: the basis of experience of
the acquisition in good faith of bill is discussed; securities properties and
negotiability of bill are analyzed according to the basic nature of the bill.
The chapter three analyzes the necessity of acquisition in good faith of bill
based on the value orientation and the basic principles of commercial law. The
first section introduces that the requirements of this necessity are inherent values
and principles of commercial law. The second section specifies the value













necessity is the inherent requirements of market transactions from transaction
benefits and security.
The chapter four introduces the justification of acquisition in good faith of
bill a step further, focuses on the reality of the acquisition in good faith of bill,
and gives the implications and recommendations.
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